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In this paper we introdu e PRISM, a probabilisti model
he ker, and des ribe the eÆ ient symboli te hniques we have developed during its implementation. PRISM is a tool for analysing probabilisti systems. It supports three models: dis rete-time Markov hains,
ontinuous-time Markov hains and Markov de ision pro esses. Analysis
is performed through model he king spe i ations in the probabilisti temporal logi s PCTL and CSL. Motivated by the su ess of model
he kers su h as SMV, whi h use BDDs (binary de ision diagrams), we
have developed an implementation of PCTL and CSL model he king
based on MTBDDs (multi-terminal BDDs) and BDDs. Existing work
in this dire tion has been hindered by the generally poor performan e
of MTBDD-based numeri al omputation, whi h is often substantially
slower than expli it methods using sparse matri es. We present a novel
hybrid te hnique whi h ombines aspe ts of symboli and expli it approa hes to over ome these performan e problems. For typi al examples,
we a hieve orders of magnitude speed-up ompared to MTBDDs and are
able to almost mat h the speed of sparse matri es whilst maintaining
onsiderable spa e savings.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
In the design and analysis of software and hardware systems it is often desirable
or even ne essary to in lude probabilisti aspe ts of a system's behaviour. Examples in lude representing unreliable or unpredi table behaviour in fault-tolerant
systems; deriving eÆ ient algorithms by using ele troni oin ipping in de ision
making; and modelling the arrivals and departures of alls in a wireless ell.
Probabilisti model he king refers to a range of te hniques for al ulating
the likelihood of the o urren e of ertain events during the exe ution of systems
whi h exhibit su h behaviour. One rst onstru ts a probabilisti model of the
system. Properties su h as \shutdown o urs with probability 0.01 or less" and
\the video frame will be delivered within 5ms with probability 0.97 or greater"
an be expressed in probabilisti temporal logi s. Model he king algorithms
?
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have been developed whi h then automati ally verify whether the model satis es
these properties.
Motivated by the su ess of symboli model he kers, su h as SMV [28℄ whi h
use BDDs (binary de ision diagrams) [11℄, we have developed a symboli probabilisti model he ker. In the non-probabilisti setting, model he king involves
analysing properties of state transition systems and the manipulation of sets
of states. Both these entities an be represented naturally as BDDs, often very
ompa tly [13℄. In the probabilisti ase, sin e probability transition matri es
and probability ve tors are required, BDDs alone are not suÆ ient, and hen e
we also use MTBDDs (multi-terminal binary de ision diagrams) [17, 3℄, a natural
extension of BDDs for representing real-valued fun tions.
Symboli probabilisti model he king has been onsidered by a number of
people [5, 21, 4, 26, 19, 23, 7, 25, 27℄ and it has been shown that it is feasible to
use MTBDDs to onstru t and ompute the rea hable state spa e of extremely
large, stru tured, probabilisti models. In these ases, it is often also possible to
verify qualitative properties, where model he king redu es to rea hability-based
analysis. For example, in [19℄, systems with over 10 states have been veri ed.
Model he king quantitative properties, on the other hand, involves numeri al
omputation. In some ases, su h as in [27℄, MTBDDs have been very su essful,
being applied to systems with over 10 states. Often, however, it turns out that
su h omputation is slow or infeasible. By way of omparison, we have also implemented the equivalent numeri al omputation routines expli itly, using sparse
matri es. In these ases, we nd that sparse matri es are orders of magnitude
faster. Here, we present a novel hybrid approa h whi h uses extensions of the
MTBDD data stru ture and borrows ideas from the sparse matrix te hniques
to over ome these performan e problems. We in lude experimental data whi h
demonstrates that, using this hybrid approa h, we an a hieve speeds whi h are
orders of magnitude faster than MTBDDs, and in fa t almost mat h the speed
of sparse matri es, whilst maintaining onsiderable spa e savings.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Se tion 2 gives an overview of probabilisti model he king, introdu ing the probabilisti models and temporal logi s
we onsider. In Se tion 3, we des ribe our tool, PRISM, whi h implements this
model he king. We then move on to dis uss the implementation. Se tion 4 introdu es the MTBDD data stru ture and explains how it is used to represent
and analyse probabilisti models. We identify a number of performan e problems in this implementation and, in Se tion 5, des ribe how we over ome these
limitations. In Se tion 6, we present experimental results and analyse the su ess
of our te hnique. Se tion 7 on ludes the paper.
30
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2 Probabilisti Model Che king
In this se tion we brie y summarise the three probabilisti models and two
temporal logi s that PRISM supports. The simplest probabilisti model is the
dis rete-time Markov hain (DTMC), whi h spe i es the probability P(s; s0 )
of making a transition from state s to some target state s0 , where the proba-
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bilities
of rea hing the target states from a given state must sum up to 1, i.e.
P
0
P
(
s; s ) = 1. Markov de ision pro esses (MDPs) extend DTMCs by allowing
s
both probabilisti and non-deterministi behaviour. More formally, in any state
there is a non-deterministi hoi e between a number of dis rete probability distributions over states. Non-determinism enables the modelling of asyn hronous
parallel omposition of probabilisti systems, and permits the under-spe i ation
of ertain aspe ts of a system. A ontinuous-time Markov hain (CTMC), on the
other hand, spe i es the rates R(s; s0 ) of making a transition from state s to s0 ,
with the interpretation that the probability of moving from s to s0 within t time
units (for positive real valued t) is 1 e R s;s t .
Probabilisti spe i ation formalisms in lude PCTL [20, 10, 8℄, a probabilisti
extension of the temporal logi CTL appli able in the ontext of MDPs and
DTMCs, and the logi CSL [7℄, a spe i ation language for CTMCs based on
CTL and PCTL.
PCTL allows us to express properties of the form \under any s heduling of
pro esses, the probability that event A o urs is at least p (at most p)". By
way of illustration, we onsider the asyn hronous randomized leader ele tion
proto ol of Itai and Rodeh [24℄ whi h gives rise to an MDP. In this algorithm,
the pro essors of an asyn hronous ring make random hoi es based on oin tosses
in an attempt to ele t a leader. We use the atomi proposition leader to label
states in whi h a leader has been ele ted. Examples of properties we would wish
to verify an be expressed in PCTL as follows:
0

(

0

)

{ P [ leader ℄ - \under any fair s heduling, a leader is eventually ele ted with
probability 1".
{ P [ leader ℄ - \under any fair s heduling, the probability of ele ting a
1

0:5

k

leader within k dis rete time steps is at most 0.5".

The spe i ation language CSL in ludes the means to express both transient
and steady-state performan e measures of CTMCs. Transient properties des ribe
the system at a xed real-valued time instant t, whereas steady-state properties
refer to the behaviour of a system in the \long run". For example, onsider a
queueing system where the atomi proposition full labels states where the queue
is full. CSL then allows us to express properties su h as:

{ P [ full ℄ - \the probability that the queue be omes full within time
units is at most 0 01"
{ S [:full ℄ - \in the long run, the han e that the queue is not full is at
0:01

t

t

:

0:98

least 0:98".

Model he king algorithms for PCTL have been introdu ed in [20, 10℄ and
extended in [8, 4℄ to in lude fairness. An algorithm for CSL was rst proposed
in [7℄ and has sin e been improved in [6, 25℄. The model he king algorithms for
both logi s redu e to a ombination of rea hability-based omputation (manipulation of sets of states) and numeri al omputation. The former orresponds
to nding all those states that satisfy the formula under study with probability
exa tly 0 or 1. The latter orresponds to al ulating the probabilities for the remaining states. For DTMCs, this entails solution of a linear equation system, for
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MDPs, solving a linear optimisation problem, and for CTMCs, either solution
of a linear equation system or a standard te hnique known as uniformisation.
These numeri al problems are typi ally too large for the appli ation of dire t
methods, and instead iterative te hniques whi h approximate the solution up to
some spe i ed a ura y are used.

3 The Tool
PRISM is a tool developed at the University of Birmingham whi h supports
the model he king des ribed in the previous se tion. The tool takes as input
a des ription of a system written in PRISM's system des ription language, a
probabilisti variant of Rea tive Modules [1℄. It rst onstru ts the model from
this des ription and omputes the set of rea hable states. PRISM a epts spe iations in either the logi PCTL or CSL depending on the model type. It then
performs model he king to determine whi h states of the system satisfy ea h
spe i ation. All rea hability-based omputation is performed using BDDs. For
numeri al analysis, however, there is a hoi e of three engines: one using pure
MTBDDs, one based on onventional sparse matri es, and a third using the hybrid approa h we present in this paper. Figure 1 shows the stru ture of the tool
and Figure 2 shows a s reen-shot of the graphi al user interfa e.
PRISM is written in a ombination of Java and C++ and uses CUDD [32℄, a
publi ly available BDD/MTBDD library developed at the University of Colorado
at Boulder. The high-level parts of the tool, su h as the user interfa e and parsers,
are written in Java. The engines and libraries are written in C++. The tool and
its sour e ode, along with further information about the system des ription
language and ase studies, is available from the PRISM web page [31℄.

4 An MTBDD Implementation
We now des ribe the implementation of the tool. The fundamental data stru tures in PRISM are MTBDDs and BDDs. MTBDDs an be used to represent all
three of the supported models: DTMCs, MDPs and CTMCs. Furthermore, all
algorithms for the onstru tion and analysis of these models an be implemented
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using these data stru tures. In this se tion, we summarise how this is done and
dis uss its performan e.

Introdu tion to MTBDDs
Let x <    < xn be a set of distin t, totally ordered, Boolean variables. An
MTBDD M over (x ; : : : ; xn ) is a rooted, dire ted a y li graph with vertex
set V = Vn [ Vt partitioned into non-terminal and terminal verti es. A nonterminal vertex v 2 Vn is labelled by a variable var (v ) 2 fx ; : : : ; xn g and has
two hildren then (v ); else (v ) 2 V . A terminal vertex v 2 Vt is labelled by a real
number val (v ).
We impose the Boolean variable ordering < onto the graph by requiring that
a hild w of a non-terminal vertex v is either terminal or is non-terminal and
satis es var (v ) < var (w). The MTBDD represents a fun tion fM (x ; : : : ; xn ) :
IBn ! IR. The value of fM (x ; : : : ; xn ) is determined by traversing M from the
root vertex, following the edge from vertex v to then (v ) or else (v ) if var (v ) is 1
or 0 respe tively. Note that a BDD is merely an MTBDD with the restri tion
that the labels on terminal verti es an only be 1 or 0.
MTBDDs are eÆ ient be ause they are stored in redu ed form. If verti es
v and w are identi al (i.e. var (v ) = var (w ), then (v ) = then (w ) and else (v ) =
else (w )), then only one is stored. Furthermore, if a vertex v satisifes then (v ) =
else (v ), it is removed and any in oming edges are redire ted to its unique hild.
One of the most important fa tors about MTBDDs from a pra ti al point of
view is that their size (number of verti es) is heavily dependent on the ordering
of the Boolean variables. Although, in the worst ase, the size of an MTBDD representation is exponential and the problem of deriving the optimal ordering for
a given MTBDD is an NP- omplete problem, by applying heuristi s to minimise
1

1

1

1

1
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graph size, MTBDDs an provide extremely ompa t storage for real-valued
fun tions.

MTBDD Represention of Probabilisti Models
From their in eption in [17, 3℄, MTBDDs have been used to en ode real-valued
ve tors and matri es. An MTBDD M over variables (x ; : : : ; xn ) represents a
fun tion fM : IBn ! IR. Observe that a real ve tor v of length 2n is simply a
mapping from f1; : : : ; 2n g to the reals IR. Hen e, if we de ide upon an en oding of
f1; : : : ; 2ng in terms of fx ; : : : ; xn g (for example the standard binary en oding),
then an MTBDD M an represent v.
In a similar fashion, we an onsider a square matrix M of size 2n by 2n
to be a mapping from f1; : : : ; 2n g  f1; : : : ; 2n g to IR. Taking Boolean variables
fx ; : : : ; xn g to range over row indi es and fy ; : : : ; yn g to range over olumn indi es, we an represent M by an MTBDD over fx ; : : : ; xn ; y ; : : : ; yn g. DTMCs
and CTMCs are des ribed by su h matri es, and hen e are also straightforward to represent as MTBDDs. The ase for MDPs is more omplex sin e we
need to en ode the non-deterministi hoi es. If the maximum number of nondeterministi hoi es in any state is bounded by 2k for some integer k , we an
view the MDP as a fun tion from f1; : : : ; 2k g  f1; : : : ; 2n g  f1; : : : ; 2n g to IR.
By adding k extra Boolean variables to en ode this third index, we an represent
the MDP as an MTBDD.
Figure 3 shows an example of a CTMC and its rate matrix. The CTMC
in ludes one state whi h is unrea hable. This is explained in Se tion 5. Figure 4
gives the MTBDD whi h represents this CTMC and a table explaining its onstru tion. For larity, in our notation for MTBDDs, we omit edges whi h lead
dire tly to the zero terminal vertex.
1
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A CTMC and its rate matrix

x2 y1 y2 x1 y1 x2 y2 R

0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
1
1

2
5
2
5
7
7

x1
y1
x2
y2
2

5

7

An MTBDD representing the CTMC in Figure 3
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Observe that, in Figure 4, row and olumn variables are ordered alternately.
This is one of the most ommon variable ordering heuristi s to minimise MTBDD
size. To a hieve ompa t MTBDD representations of probabilisti systems, however, we must also onsider the a tual en oding of row and olumn indi es to
Boolean variables. A well known rule of thumb is to try and preserve stru ture
in the entity being represented [23℄. In pra ti e, this an be a omplished by
performing a dire t translation from a high-level des ription of the model (in
our ase the PRISM system des ription language) to MTBDDs. We presented
su h a s heme in [19℄ whi h is not only fast but an lead to a very ompa t
en oding of probabilisti systems. The resulting variable ordering en odes unrea hable states, as well as rea hable states, and hen e rea hability analysis (via
a simple BDD xpoint al ulation) must be performed to identify them.
Our experimental data is presented in Se tion 6. For reasons of spa e we
only in lude statisti s for two typi al examples: rstly, an MDP model of the
oin proto ol from Aspnes and Herlihy's randomized onsensus algorithm [2℄,
parameterised by N (the number of pro esses) and an additional parameter K
xed at 4; se ondly, a CTMC model of a Kanban manufa turing system [16℄
parameterised by N (the number of pallets in the system). Figure 8 gives the
memory requirements for storing these models. Compare the `MTBDD' and
`Sparse' olumns: signi ant savings in memory an be a hieved using the symboli s heme des ribed above over an expli it storage method. For other examples
whi h demonstrate this result, see the PRISM web page [31℄.

Probabilisti Model Che king with MTBDDs
We have implemented the entire model he king pro edure for PCTL and CSL in
MTBDDs and BDDs. As we saw in Se tion 2, essentially this redu es to a ombination of rea hability-based omputation and numeri al al ulation. The former
an be performed with BDDs and forms the basis of non-probabilisti symboli
model he king whi h has been proven to be very su essful [13, 28℄. The latter
involves iterative numeri al methods, based on matrix-ve tor multipli ation, an
operation for whi h eÆ ient MTBDD algorithms have been introdu ed [3, 17℄.
In fa t, alternative, dire t, methods su h as Gaussian elimination and Simplex
ould be applied to some of these problems, but have been shown to be unsuitable for an MTBDD implementation [3, 26℄. They rely on modifying the model
representation through operations on individual rows, olumns or elements. This
is not only slow, but leads to a loss in regularity and a subsequent explosion in
MTBDD size.
The results of this implementation in MTBDDs an be summarised as follows. There is a lear distin tion between the two di erent aspe ts of model
he king. Rea hability-based omputation, whi h is suÆ ient for model he king qualitative properties, an be implemented eÆ iently with BDDs, as is shown
in [19, 27℄. Numeri al omputation, whi h is required for he king of quantitative
properties, is more unpredi table. This is the problem we fo us on here.
We have found a number of ase studies for whi h MTBBDs outperform
expli it te hniques on numeri al omputation. One su h example is the oin
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proto ol, introdu ed previously. We in lude results for this model in the top
half of Figure 9. Compare the olumns for `MTBDD' and `Sparse': it would be
impossible to even store the sparse matrix for the larger examples, assuming a
reasonable amount of memory. We have found this pattern to hold for several of
the other MDP ase studies we have onsidered. Other examples whi h illustrate
this an be found on the PRISM web site [31℄, and in lude a Byzantine agreement
proto ol and the IEEE 1394 FireWire root ontention proto ol.
For a se ond lass of models, namely CTMCs, we nd that the symboli
implementation of numeri al iterative methods is far from eÆ ient. Despite a
ompa t MTBDD representation of the model, the pro ess is generally very slow
or infeasible. This ineÆ ien y is aused by the MTBDD representation of the
iteration ve tors be oming too large. For ve tors to be represented ompa tly
by MTBDDs the main requirement is a limited number of distin t elements.
However, in general, when performing numeri al analysis, the iteration ve tor
qui kly a quires almost as many distin t values as there are states in the system
under study. Figure 9 shows the ontrast in performan e of MTBDDs between
the Kanban CTMC and the oin proto ol MDP. The sparse matrix based implementation is mu h faster.

5 A Hybrid Approa h
We now present a method to over ome the ineÆ ien ies with MTBDDs outlined
in the previous se tion. Re all that sparse matrix te hniques an yield extremely
fast numeri al omputation. Sin e the iteration ve tor is stored in a full array, it
remains a onstant size. A single matrix-ve tor multipli ation is arried out by
traversing the sparse matrix and extra ting all the non-zero entries, ea h of whi h
is needed exa tly on e to ompute the new iteration ve tor. Unfortunately, sin e
the probabilisti model is also stored expli itly, appli ation to large examples is
often limited by memory onstraints.
The approa h taken here is to a use a hybrid of the two te hniques: MTBDDs
and sparse matri es. We store the transition matrix in an MTBDD-like data
stru ture but use a full array for the iteration ve tor. We an then perform
matrix-ve tor multipli ation, and hen e iterative methods, using these two data
stru tures. The key di eren e in this hybrid approa h is that we need to extra t
the non-zero matrix entries from an MTBDD rather than a sparse matrix. For
larity, this presentation fo uses on the ase of CTMCs, where we solve a linear
equation system by iterative methods to ompute the steady-state probabilities.
We have also applied these te hniques to DTMC and MDP models.
If we restri t ourselves to ertain iterative methods, namely Power, Ja obi
and JOR, then the matrix entries an be extra ted in any order to perform
an iteration. This means that we an an pro eed via a re ursive traversal of
the MTBDD: it does not that matter that this will enumerate the entries in
an essentially random order, rather than row-by-row (or olumn-by- olumn) as
with a sparse matrix.
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Sin e the matrix indi es are en oded with the standard binary representation
of integers, it is trivial to keep tra k of the row and olumn index during traversal
by noting whether a then or else edge is taken at ea h point and summing the
appropriate powers of 2. Unfortunately, there are a number of problems with
this naive approa h. To resolve these, we make a number of modi ations to the
MTBDD data stru ture.

Modifying the MTBDD Data Stru ture

First, re all from Se tion 4, that to get an eÆ ient MTBDD representation of
our transition matrix, it must ontain unrea hable states. Performing matrixve tor multipli ation as just des ribed on su h an MTBDD would require the
ve tor array to store entries for all states, in luding those that are unrea hable.
The number of unrea hable states is potentially very large, in some ases orders
of magnitude larger than the rea hable portion. This puts una eptable limits
on the size of problem whi h we an handle.
The solution we adopt is to augment the MTBDD with vertex labels: integer
o sets whi h an be used to ompute the a tual indi es of the matrix elements (in
terms of rea hable states only) during our re ursive traversal. Figure 5 illustrates
this idea on the example from Se tion 4, whi h in luded an unrea hable state.
On the left is the modi ed MTBDD representing the transition matrix R of the
CTMC. The table on the right explains how the traversal pro ess works. Ea h
row orresponds to a single matrix entry (transition). The rst ve olumns
des ribe the path taken through the MTBDD. The next four olumns give the
vertex o sets along this path. The last olumn gives the resulting matrix entry. In
Figure 6, we give the a tual traversal algorithm. This would be alled as follows:
TraverseRe (root , 0, 0), where root is the top-level vertex in the MTBDD.
Path

2

x1
y1

2

2

x2

1

1

0

y2

1

0

1

2
Fig. 5.

5

O sets

Transition

x1 y1 x2 y2 R x1 y1 x2 y2

7

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
1
1

2
5
2
5
7
7

2

2
-

1
1
1
0

1
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
1
2

2
!
0
5
!
1
2
!0
5
!
1
7
!2
7
!
1

The modi ed MTBDD representing the CTMC in Figure 5

The key idea is that indi es are omputed by summing o sets. A vertex's
o set is only added when leaving the then edge of that vertex. Note that row
and olumn indi es are omputed independently, rows from o sets on xi verti es,
and olumns from o sets on yi verti es. As an example, onsider the last line of
the table. We take the path 1; 0; 1; 1 through the MTBDD whi h leads to the 7
terminal vertex. We only use the o sets at levels x , x and y where we exited
via then edges. The row index is 2 + 0 = 2, the olumn index is 1 and we obtain
1

2

2
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TraverseRe

(v , row , ol )

if (v is a non-zero terminal vertex) then

found matrix element (row ; ol ) = val (v )

elseif (v is a row vertex) then

TraverseRe
TraverseRe

(else (v ), row , ol )
(then (v ), row + o set (v ), ol )
elseif (v is a row vertex) then
TraverseRe (else (v), row , ol )
TraverseRe (then (v), row , ol + o set (v))

end

endif

Fig. 6.

Hybrid Traversal Algorithm

the matrix entry (2; 1) = 7. Note that referen es to state 3 in Figure 4 have
hanged to state 2 in Figure 5, sin e we only have three rea hable states.
There are two further points to onsider about the onversion of the MTBDD
(Figure 4) to its new form (Figure 5). First, note that some verti es in an
MTBDD an be rea hed along several di erent paths. These shared verti es
orrespond to repeated sub-matri es in the overall matrix. Consider the matrix
in Figure 3 and its MTBDD representation in Figure 4. The bottom-left and
top-right quadrants of the matrix are identi al (sin e rows and olumns of unrea hable states are lled with zeros). This is re e ted by the fa t that the x
vertex in the MTBDD has two in oming edges. The two identi al sub-matri es
do not, however, share the same pattern of rea hable states. This means that
there is a potential lash as to whi h o set should label the vertex.
We resolve this by adding extra opies of the vertex where ne essary, labelled
with di erent o sets. Note the additional two verti es on the right hand side in
Figure 5. E e tively, we have modi ed the ondition under whi h two MTBDD
verti es are merged, requiring not only that are they are on the same level and
have identi al hildren, but also that they have the same o set label. It should
be noted here that we transform the MTBBD on e, use it for as many iterations
are required, and then dis ard it. Hen e, we only need to be able to traverse the
data stru ture, not manipulate it in any way.
The se ond point to make about the onversion involves skipped levels. In an
MTBDD, if a vertex has identi al hildren, it is omitted to save spa e. This auses
potential problems, be ause we must be areful to dete t this during traversal. In
fa t, the solution we adopt is to perform this he k only on e, during the initial
onversion, and repla e skips with extra verti es. This allows us to ignore the
issue entirely during traversal and makes the pro ess faster. There is an example
of this in Figure 5 { note the extra x vertex on the left hand side. The ex eption
to this rule is that we do allow edges to skip from any vertex dire tly to the zero
terminal vertex, sin e we are only interested in the non-zero entries.
2

2
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Optimising the Approa h

We an optimise our method onsiderably via a form of a hing. MTBDDs exploit stru ture in the model being analysed giving a signi ant spa e saving.
This is a hieved by identi al verti es (representing identi al sub-matri es) being
merged and stored only on e. During traversal, however, ea h of these shared
verti es will be visited several times (as many times as the sub-matrix o urs
in the overall matrix) and the entries of the sub-matrix will be omputed every
time. By storing and reusing the results of this omputation, we an a hieve a
signi ant speed-up in traversal time.
Rather than store these results in a a he, whi h would need to be sear hed
through frequently, we simply atta h the information dire tly to MTBDD verti es. We sele t some subset of the verti es, build expli it (sparse matrix) representations of their asso iated sub-matri es and atta h them to the MTBDD.
There is an obvious trade-o here between the additional spa e required to store
the data and the resulting improvement in speed. The spa e required and time
improvement both depend on how many verti es (and whi h ones) we atta h
matri es to. From our experien es, a good poli y is to repla e all the verti es in
one (fairly low) level of the MTBDD. In Figure 7, we demonstrate this te hnique
on the running example, repla ing all verti es on the x level with the matri es
they represent.
In pra ti e, we nd that a hing an improve traversal speed by an order
of magnitude. In the next se tion, we give experimental results from our implementation whi h in ludes all the te hniques des ribed here.
2

2

x1



2 5
2 5

Fig. 7.
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0
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( )
0 7

The modi ed MTBDD labelled with expli it sub-matri es

6 Results
In this se tion, we present our experimental results, obtained from the PRISM
tool. We ompare the performan e of the three implementations dis ussed in
this paper: pure MTBDDs, sparse matri es, and our hybrid approa h, fo using
on the problem of iterative numeri al omputation.
In Figure 8, we give storage requirements for the oin proto ol and Kanban
models introdu ed earlier. We ompare the size of the MTBDD, the sparse matrix and the modi ed MTBDD used in the hybrid approa h, with and without
optimisation. In Se tion 4, we observed the signi ant advantage of MTBDDs
over sparse matri es. Note that, even when storing o set information, extra verti es and expli it sub-matri es, the hybrid approa h remains memory eÆ ient.
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Model

N

States

MTBDD
2
528
6.4
Coin 4
43,136
28.5
proto ol 6 2,376,448
61.2
8 114,757,632
109
10 5,179,854,848
170
3
58,400
48.3
Kanban 4
454,475
95.7
system 5 2,546,432
123
6 11,261,376
154
7 41,644,800
186
Fig. 8.

Model

Storage requirements for the oin proto ol and Kanban examples
N

States

Iter.s

2
528
1,740
Coin 4
43,136
6,133
proto ol 6 2,376,448 12,679
8 114,757,632 21,110
10 5,179,854,848 31,255
3
58,400
300
Kanban 4
454,475
466
system 5 2,546,432
663
6 11,261,376
891
7 41,644,800 1,148
Fig. 9.

Memory (KB)
Sparse Hybrid Hybrid Opt.
16.5
10.4
12.3
2,265
56.7
69.8
173,424
93.3
314
10,673,340 171
1,669
584,181,500 275
3,600
5,459
86.0
99.9
48,414
171
231
296,588
219
337
1,399,955
272
486
5,441,445
327
685

Time per iteration (se .)
MTBDD Sparse Hybrid Hybrid Opt.
0.008 0.0002 0.001
0.0006
0.173 0.034 0.07
0.039
1.01
1.741 5.58
3.02
3.17
8.38
41.7
0.044 0.451
0.052
0.436 6.09
0.502
2.76
33.4
3.150
146
14.76
558
58.87

Model he king times for the oin proto ol and Kanban examples

Furthermore, the time for adding this information to the MTBDD was in all
ases negligle ompared to that for model he king.
In Figure 9, we present model he king times for the same two ase studies.
For the oin proto ol, we verify a quantitative PCTL property whi h requires
solution of a linear optimisation problem. For the Kanban system, we model
he k a quantitative CSL property whi h requires omputation of the steadystate probabilities via the solution of a linear equation system. We use the JOR
iterative method. All experiments were run on a 440 MHz Sun Ultra 10 workstation with 1 GB memory. The iterative methods were terminated when the
relative error between subsequent iteration ve tors was less than 10 .
As we remarked in Se tion 4, the oin proto ol model, and many of our other
MDP models, are eÆ ient for MTBDDs. The problem we try to address with our
hybrid approa h is typi ed by the Kanban example, where MTBDDs alone are
ineÆ ient. By using the te hniques presented in this paper, we were able to onsider larger models than with sparse matri es. Furthermore, using the optimised
version, we an almost mat h the speed of sparse matri es. Other CTMC ase
studies we have onsidered, su h as queueing networks and workstation lusters,
on rm these results. Details an be found on the PRISM web page [31℄.
6
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Related Work: We are aware of three other probabilisti model he king tools.
ProbVerus [21℄ is an MTBDD-based model he ker whi h only supports DTMCs
and a subset of PCTL. The tool E ` MC [22℄ supports model he king of CTMCs
against CSL spe i ations using sparse matri es. The tool des ribed in [18℄ uses
abstra tion and re nement to perform model he king for a subset of PCTL
over MDPs. There are a number of sparse-matrix based DTMC and CTMC
tools, su h as MARCA [33℄, whi h do not allow logi spe i ations but support
steady-state and transient analysis.
2

An area of resear h whi h has lose links with our work is the Krone ker
approa h [30℄, a te hnique for the analysis of very large, stru tured CTMCs and
DTMCs. The basi idea is that the matrix of the full system is de ned as a
Krone ker algebrai expression of smaller matri es, whi h orrespond to subomponents of the overall system. It is only ne essary to store these small matri es and the stru ture of the Krone ker expression. Iterative solution methods
an be applied to the matrix while in this form. As with our approa h, storage
requirements for the matrix are relatively small, but ingenious te hniques must
be developed to minimise the time overhead required for numeri al solution.
Tools whi h support Krone ker based methods in lude APNN [9℄ and SMART
[14℄.
In parti ular, SMART in orporates matrix diagrams [15℄, a data stru ture
developed as an eÆ ient implementation of the Krone ker te hniques. The matrix diagram approa h has mu h in ommon with the hybrid method we present
in this paper. In parti ular, both methods use a de ision-diagram like data stru ture for storing matri es and full array to store ve tors. The key di eren e is that
matrix diagrams are tied to the Krone ker representation and as su h require
more work to extra t the transition matrix entries. In addition to traversing the
data stru ture, as we do, omputation of matrix elements requires multipli ation
of entries from the smaller matri es.
Another important di eren e is that Krone ker and matrix diagram approa hes permit the use of more eÆ ient iterative methods, su h as Gauss-Seidel.
Our approa h does not presently support these. Hen e, although we have less
work to do per iteration, we may require more iterations using our methods.
In addition, Gauss-Seidel an be implemented with a single iteration ve tor,
whereas methods su h as Ja obi and JOR require two.
One issue that unites the Krone ker approa h, matrix diagrams and our
method is that their limiting fa tor is the spa e required to store the iteration
ve tor. However ompa t the matrix representation is, memory proportional to
the number of states is required for numeri al solution. Bu hholz and Kemper
onsider an interesting te hnique in [12℄ using PDGs (Probabilisti De ision
Graphs). This attempts to store the iteration ve tor in a stru tured way, as is
done with the matrix. More investigation is required to dis over the potential of
this approa h.
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7 Con lusion
We have introdu ed PRISM, a tool to build and analyse probabilisti systems
whi h supports three types of models (DTMCs, MDPs and CTMCs) and two
probabilisti logi s (PCTL and CSL). As well as MTBDD and sparse matrix
based model he king engines, PRISM in ludes a novel, hybrid engine whi h
ombines symboli and expli it approa hes. We have shown that very large probabilisti systems an be onstru ted and analysed using MTBDDs, but that,
often, numeri al omputation is very ineÆ ient. Our hybrid approa h addresses
these performan e problems, allowing veri ation, at an a eptable speed, of
mu h larger systems than would be feasible using sparse matri es. Further details of this will be available in [29℄.
One problem with our urrent te hniques is that they presently only support
the Power, Ja obi and JOR iterative methods. We plan to extend the work
to allow more rapidly onverging alternatives su h as Gauss-Seidel or Krylov
methods to be used.
The development of PRISM is an ongoing a tivity. In the near future we
intend to onsider extensions of PCTL for expressing expe ted time and long
run average properties and of CSL to in lude rewards, expand the PRISM input
language to allow pro ess algebra terms, and develop model he king engines for
PRISM whi h work in a parallel or distributed setting.
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